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AMERICAN WIREHAIRED POINTING GRIFFON ASSOCIATION
The Working Standard for the Wirehaired Pointing Griffon
The working standard of the Wirehaired Pointing Griffon (the WP Griffon) follows from
the breed conformation standard to define the specific manner of the WP Griffon in the
field.
(a)
Quartering: In searching for game, the WP Griffon quarters the field or area. The
distance of the cast when quartering is not related to the dog’s physical conformation, but
rather is about the dog’s mental state, hunting passion and training. The WP Griffon’s
cast must extend laterally and may be extensive, but only in so far as the dog remains
under the handler’s control. The cast varies with the terrain and cover being hunted.
(b)
The Gallop: The WP Griffon’s general running style is a gallop. The body seems
to rock slightly back and forth— from front to rear—around the imaginary transverse line
running through the WP Griffon’s center of gravity, which is estimated to be at stomach
level. The gallop should be energetic but also sustained and steady. Avoid gallops that are
too vigorous, overly excited or agitated; the dog must maintain self-control. The rocking
motion may vary with the nature of the terrain and cover being hunted and is more
pronounced when the dog is tired. The correct gallop is a function of the dog’s
conformation. The WP Griffon’s long topline is held taut to favor propulsion. The WP
Griffon’s well laid-back shoulder and long thigh promote vivacity and the bend of hock
provides flexibility. The WP Griffon should have an easy and supple gait.
(c)
Speed: The WP Griffon’s quartering should be fast, lively and sustained.
However, the speed should be of the type of continental dogs, meaning that the WP
Griffon does not gallop as fast as a pointer or a setter.
(d)
Head Carriage: The head must be held at least in line with the back. The head is
carried slightly forward with the nose slightly tilted downwards, causing the head to
make an angle with the neck; this is referred to as the “hammer” head carriage. This head
carriage provides the ability to scent at a distance. When a dog catches and is working a
scent, the nose is held high.
(e)
Handling Scent: When it first catches game scent, the WP Griffon lifts its nose;
then it will slow down, stop quartering, move into the scent cone, and lift its head in the
direction of the game’s location. It will advance carefully but decisively, its legs bending
progressively, crouching close to the ground. This phase is very stylish.
(f)
Pointing: The point should always be rigid. The desired posture for the point is a
flexed position: the body is low, the head and nose are in line with the back, the body is
tense and rigid, the neck is extended, the legs are bent or crouched, and the tail is rigid
and motionless. A point achieved from a full run may be a standing point and is called
“short” because the scent has not been well worked. A point with the dog lying down is

not acceptable, except in the case of a surprised point when the dog catches scent while
turning.
(g)
Coulé*: When the WP Griffon is moving in toward the game after the point is
established, the desired motion, or coulé, is catlike. The approach is crouched, nearly
creeping, the neck always taut, and the nose raised. This is the highest expression of the
WP Griffon’s style. The coulé should not be jerky, nervous or fidgety.
(h)
The Tail: The tail should remain still and not wag when the WP Griffon is on
point. Wagging generally indicates a point on which the birds are not pinned or the birds
are not in line with the dog’s nose. Movement of the tail is a fault that must be penalized.
If the tail is undocked, it must be held still on point and a tail held high or that moves on
point must be avoided.
Note: Hunt tests and field trials serve to identify the best representatives of the
Wirehaired Pointing Griffon (the WP Griffon) and bring them to the attention of breeders
who desire to produce quality dogs—those sires and dams who preserve the best
characteristics of the breed and the passion to hunt in the inherent style of the breed.
When evaluating WP Griffons in a field competition or hunt test, top scores should not be
awarded to a dog that has not worked the scent. Surprised or short points are less
desirable than flexed points. In addition, top scores should be awarded to only those WP
Griffons demonstrating the typical manner and working characteristics of the breed.
__________________________________
*Coulé is used in European field trials for continental pointing dogs. It is not common in
training, trialing or testing the WP Griffon in the United States. It is the action of
approaching the game that the WP Griffon should do without hesitation and smoothly at
the command of the handler and always in contact with the game. The movement should
be fluid, like a cat stalking its prey. Both the dog and the handler move together, placing
pressure on the game until it flushes. The dog must then be steady to flush, wing and
shot.
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